The relationship between final hammer velocity and maximum amplitude of radiated piano sound was investigated. Piano tones with varying hammer velocities were produced by a computer-monitored acoustic piano containing optical sensors and solenoids, and the sounded tones were recorded and digitized for analysis. Maximum amplitudes over the duration of the sounded tones were linearly proportional to piano hammer velocities for a range of frequencies and hammer velocities. Changes in room acoustics did not alter the linear relationship. Measurements of maximum amplitudes of individual tones and combined tones (dyads) also indicated a linear relationship between the sum of the maximum amplitudes of the individual tones and the maximum amplitude of the dyads. These findings indicate that the principle of superposition holds for peak amplitudes of sounded piano tones. Findings are discussed with regard to production and perception of musical dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between production of musical dynamics in piano performance and its subsequent perception is largely unstudied, with a few exceptions (Fletcher et al., 1962; Nakamura, 1987) . Musical dynamics refer to changes in perceived loudness, which arise from an interplay of intensity, timbral, and temporal changes afforded by a particular musical instrument (Handel, 1989; Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983 ). The piano, a musical instrument with a large range of intensity and temporal change but a relatively fixed timbral range, provides an excellent domain for study of the mechanisms leading to changes in musical dynamics. Preliminary to an understanding of the musicians' use of dynamics, we need to examine the relationship between radiated piano sound and hammer velocities, the pianist's primary means of controlling loudness. We describe here investigations of the influence of hammer velocity on the amplitude of sounded piano tones.
Factors characterizing the mechanisms of production of piano sound have been well documented (Weinreich, 1977; Hall, 1987a; Hall and Clark, 1987; Askenfelt and Jansson, 1988; Boutilion, 1988; Hall and Askenfelt, 1988) . Sound generation in the piano depends on many factors, most important of which are the motion of the strings caused by the impact of hammers and the impedance radiation characteristics of the soundboard. When a piano key is depressed, the piano action transmits energy from the pianist's fingers to the appropriate hammers and strings. A hammer is thrown against the strings, setting them into vibration. String vibrations are then transmitted via the bridge to the soundboard, the main sources of radiated sound (Boutilion, 1988; Hall, 1990; Rossing, 1990 ).
Several studies of piano string motion suggest that amplitudes of string vibrations are proportional to the final hammer velocity (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1988; see also Hall's model of string vibration amplitudes, 1987a). Careful measurements of the amplitude of initial string pulses revealed a linearity with final hammer velocity (Askenfelt and Jansson, 1988), suggesting that, if soundboard displacement is proportional to string motion, then the amplitude of radiated sound would be proportional to hammer velocity as well. Although recent studies suggest that the linear theory cannot account for spectral changes seen in the upper partials of string motion (Hall and Askenfelt, 1988; Hall, 1990) , the nonlinear compliance of piano hammers may not substantially affect that part of the spectrum which dominates maximum amplitude. The experiments described below address the question of linearity between (final) hammer velocities and the maximum (or peak) amplitude of radiated sound.
Relative amplitude changes during the attach portion of musical sounds may be the most important perceptual cue to onset time and timbrai identification, as well as to loudness.
Perceptual experiments indicate that listeners are most sensitive to the initial portion of a sounded tone in their perception of timbre (Grey, 1977 ) and relative onset times (Rasch, 1978; Vos and Rasch, 1981 ) . For most acoustic musical instruments, the amplitude changes over the duration of the radiated sound, with the greatest change in the attack, or time from zero amplitude to peak amplitude (Apel, 1973) .
In piano sound, the attack contains the most change in spectral energy, with all contributing harmonics decaying rapidly after peak amplitude. The role of the peak amplitude during the initial portion of a sound is important in perception of dynamic emphasis in both music and speech (Sundberg et al., 1983; Carlson et al., 1989) , suggesting commonalities in auditory perception underlying the two domains.
We describe several experiments that address the relationship between amplitude of radiated piano sound and hammer velocity, the pianist's main method of controlling dynamic level. This relationship was studied with the aid of a computer-monitored acoustic grand piano, whose solenoids allowed precise control and generation of piano tones with varying frequencies and hammer velocities. We present evidence consistent with Hall's (1987a) model of a linear relationship between string vibration amplitudes and hammer velocity, suggesting that the maximum or peak amplitude of the radiated piano sound is proportional to the hammer velocity as well.
I. EQUIPMENT
A 9-ft 6-in. Bosendorfer SE computer-monitored concert grand piano, containing optical sensors and solenoids, allowed precise recording and playback of hammer velocities. Infrared photodetectors in the piano, placed near the position of impact of each hammer head on a string, measure the final velocity with which the hammer approaches the string. Solenoids calibrated for each key allowed precise reproduction of each hammer velocity. The final hammer velocity and keypress onset and offset times for each note event were controlled by an IBM/PC computer.
The computer-monitored piano sat in a rectangular room, approximately 9.5 X 3.7 X 3.7 m in length, width, and height, with painted concrete walls, a tiled floor, and suspended acoustic tile ceiling consisting of large pipes and other irregular geometrical shapes. The room was furnished with a computer workstation and electronics rack in addition to the grand piano and recording equipment used in the experiment. The reverberation time of the room was measured by recording and digitizing a handclap in the room and analyzing its decay after the completion of the experiments. 
II. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Peak amplitude proportional to hammer velocity
The first experiment investigated the relationship of final hammer velocity to peak amplitude in the radiated piano sound. Two variables were altered: frequency and final hammer velocity. Seven frequencies (using C's ranging from C1 to C7, where C4 = middle C) were paired with five hammer velocities, including 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 m/s. Ten repetitions of each combination of velocity and frequency were generated by computer, resulting in 350 measurements.
Each tone was sounded for 500 ms, followed by 1500 ms of silence. This was followed by the sounding of the next repetition. After the radiated sound was recorded and transferred to computer, numerical analyses were produced. The amplitude values were then scaled to a common range for all experiments reported, using the C4 calibration measurements recorded at the beginning of each session. Note that the absolute slope values are arbitrary both before and after the scaling, but the percentage difference in slopes remains the same. Comparisons will only be drawn between slopes within experiments. that of C6, as seen in Fig. 2 . The variability of the measurements made at this frequency was much higher than for other frequencies, indicating that the range of hammer velocities produced by this solenoid was more variable than those of the other solenoids. With the exception of C6, frequency did not significantly alter the proportionality between peak amplitude and hammer velocity, and the greatest difference between slope values was less than 15%. Although peak amplitude was highly correlated with final hammer velocity, other sound characteristics such as intensity integrated over some portion of the tone may be more closely related to musical dynamic level. To investigate this hypothesis, final hammer velocity was compared with other characteristics of the radiated sound. Simple correlations were computed between: hammer velocity and the integral of the absolute value of amplitude from the beginning of To test for any differences among slopes, 99% confidence intervals were again calculated for each slope. Again, the slopes did not differ significantly (the largest difference in slopes was 18%), with the exception of Fs7, whose slope is lower than that of the other frequencies. Thus the range of differences among slopes was similar to that of the first experiment, and the absolute differences in measurements are attributable to differences in gain settings during the recording sessions (the range of measurements from the first setting was approximately half that of the second setting, and the absolute difference in slopes in Fig. 2 was approximately half that of the slope differences in Fig. 3) .
Peak amplitude of radiated piano sound was again linearly proportional to hammer velocity for a given frequency. These results replicate those of the previous experiment, with changes in room acoustics and frequencies. It is not clear, however, that multiple (simultaneously sounded) tones would hold the same relationship between peak amplitude and hammer velocity. The next study was designed to test this hypothesis.
C. Principle of superposition
The peak amplitude of sounded dyads (two simultaneously sounded tones) were compared with the peak amplitudes of their individual component tones in the next study. The previous experiments employed frequencies with simple integer ratios (2:1 or an octave apart). In this study, frequencies were chosen that differed in ratio. The common (within three periods), and amplitudes over several surrounding cycles were approximately equal to the peak amplitude, as shown in the example given below. Figure 6 demonstrates both the sounded dyad (top) and the superposition (middle) of the individual tones of C4 and G4 at l-m/s hammer velocity, summed sample by sample. This example represents an extreme case in which the peak amplitudes of the individual tones were far apart in time. The relative phase of the individual tones in the computed superposition was determined by shifting the waveforms of the individual tones by three samples with respect to each other (a phase shift of approximately 0.1 ms, which is less than the 1.25-ms temporal resolution of the hammer movements). Because the waveforms do not vary much in amplitude from the maximum over the critical time range, the peak amplitude for the sum of the individual tones is still proportional to the peak amplitude of the dyads (Fig. 5) .
To small and negative. Some of the data contributing to the C5G5 slope were inadvertently erased from the computer, and the data had to be recovered from tape and redigitized. This error may account for the notable difference in the C5G5 slope; however, the same linear relationship between the sum of peak amplitudes ofindividual tones and the peak amplitude of the dyads still held.
To examine further the effects of frequency range and hammer velocity on upper harmonics, a spectral analysis tion, from hammers, to strings, to bridge, and to soundboard, approximates linearity for peak amplitudes in the range studied here. This finding is at first surprising because the radiated sound reflects the sum of the normal modes of vibration of both strings and soundboard and implies a linear coupling for those modes contributing to peak amplitude measurements. However, we have examined a set of hammer velocities for a given frequency, and although the hammer's velocity was varied, exactly the same modes of a particular string were excited. In addition, because string resonances with periods shorter than the contact duration of hammer with string are only weakly excited (Hall, 1990) , the frequencies used here generated little energy in the upper harmonics for each sounded event, and peak amplitude was primarily determined by the first few spectral components. Thus the linear relationship between peak amplitude and hammer velocity may be more predictable than it would first appear.
The spectral analyses described above indicated that the energy present at higher harmonics dropped off quickly in time and the peak amplitude of radiated sound was composed primarily of the fundamental and a smaller contribution of the lower harmonics. Thus, although changes in hammer velocity and hammer-string contact duration alter the relative contributions of upper harmonics to the sounded tone (Hall and Askenfelt, 1988), they may not substantially alter the peak amplitude. Whereas a linear theory cannot account for the rapid decrease in amplitude of higher string modes, the small magnitudes of these spectral components had little effect on the peak amplitudes observed here.
Second, these studies indicate that the principle of superposition holds for peak amplitudes of dyads obtained from the peak amplitudes of two individual tones. This result held true over a range of frequency and hammer velocity combinations. Together with the linearity seen between hammer velocity and peak amplitude for individual tones, this finding is encouraging for the study of perceived dynamics in piano performance, because it suggests a functional mapping of individual hammer velocities to peak amplitudes of sounded chords. Hammer velocity is one of the few parameters under a pianist's direct control; therefore, it is important that combinations of hammer velocities can be mapped to amplitude characteristics of radiated sound that are crucial for listeners. Future work may extend the linearity and superposition findings to a more natural musical setting and a perceptual domain. These findings may aid investigation of the relationship between the pianist's use of force and timing and the musical dynamics perceived by the listen- 
